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Introduction

Before Starting
The paperless animation process based on Toonz allows to produce the 
same quality as the traditional 2D process, while significantly cutting the 
costs. Such capability makes possible to produce series with a greatly 
simplified overall workflow. 

This simplification results in the ability to keep all the production steps 
totally in house, an approach that would not be possible for a project of 
the same size and assigned to the same staff, done in traditional 
animation. As a consequence it is possible to have a much tighter control 
on the final product, both time-wise and budget-wise.

This guide contains the following sections:

• General analysis of the paperless animation production workflow.

• Tutorial about paperless animation.

• Case study where a specific paperless project is detailed through 
images and figures regarding the production.
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Paperless Animation

Paperless Workflow
The following is an example of how a paperless animation production 
workflow can be managed by Toonz.

The steps described above are part of a standard implementation of the 
workflow, that should be refined based on the production characteristics 
and the way it is implemented in the studio.

For example, the library elements may be created with a different 
timing, and not necessarily before starting to work on the first episode; 
or traditional animation, with drawings on paper to be scanned and 
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painted, may be a solution for particular animations where the paperless 
puppet animation may prove not to be versatile enough.

Preproduction: Concept
Since the very beginning, when the original idea is being developed, it is 
useful to keep in mind the main characteristics of a paperless 
production.

Even if a paperless project can be run regardless of the script, the 
concept of a format with few settings and a fixed cast of characters will 
ease the arrangement of libraries to be prepared before the actual 
episode production.

Preproduction: Graphic Design 
The graphic design of characters, props and location backgrounds is 
equally important, in order to find out a style that can fit well both with 
the puppet animation technique and with the software drawing features. 

When designing characters you could opt to use very neat lines typical of 
Flash animations, that are easy to get when drawing with vectors; or you 
could develop a specific line style to apply to vectors, starting from those 
provided with the software; or you could take advantage of Toonz special 
FX to create more complex results, such as custom pattern and 
animated textures.

In particular for the main characters, you could consider a design where 
the skeleton structure is not easily detectable and it is hard to 
distinguish the puppet sections. A solution could be to disguise the pivot 
points under drawings features in order to hide the joint between two 
sections, for example the pivot point of a ponytail linked to the 
character’s head can be disguised under a ribbon. In this way the final 
look of the characters could be closer to that of traditional animation, 
even if the cutout technique is used to animate them.

The same comments can be done for props, the especially for those 
props that will interact somehow with the characters and for those that 
will have some animation. 

As concerning backgrounds, the design of course may differ from that of 
the main characters, using any kind of technique, from watercolor to 3D 
rendered images.

Preproduction: Storyboard
For any type of animation we may consider, the storyboard usually is the 
tool used to plan the flow of the plot and the composition of the shots, 
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with additional information about dialogue, music, camera and other 
objects movements.

But in case of a paperless production it has an additional function: it is 
necessary to identify all the elements needed for the production of each 
scenes. 

By examining the storyboard it is possible to list all the characters 
animations and poses, props and location backgrounds that are needed 
to implement the story. In this way the storyboard fully supports the 
production planning, sharing work assignments and planning the reuse 
of library elements.

Storyboard drawings can be done on paper or directly on the computer 
by using a graphic tablet. Drawings may also be assembles with the 
related information about shot description, dialogue, music and camera 
movements by using a third-party software.

Storyboard drawings are also the starting point to create the videoboard, 
and consequently are the basis of the layout step.

Videoboard
The videoboard, or animatic, is basically a storyboard in action with 
soundtrack that can be created with Toonz or a third-party software.

Storyboard drawings are scanned and assembled, and they are repeated 
along the timeline to adjust the timing of the action and the different 
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cuts; if a soundtrack already exists, it can be imported to check 
synchronization. 

Camera movements can be added, and some storyboard drawings can 
be manipulated to simulate some basic character animations, such as 
displacements and rotations. 

The final result is a full check of the animation rhythm, extended not only 
to single scenes, but to longer stretch of animation, for example a whole 
series episode.

In case the videoboard is created with Toonz, it can also be used as 
starting point for the final compositing of each scene. Each scene can 
actually be singled out from the videoboard and saved to be used later 
for the setup of the scene layouts.

Libraries
Libraries collect all the elements composing the production scenes, 
such as characters, reference animations, props and backgrounds. This 
database is the core of the production and its overall quality will be very 
significant for the success of the final product.

The list off all the elements to be stored in the libraries comes from the 
storyboard examination that will point out, scene by scene, all the 
characters animations and poses, props and backgrounds that are 
needed to implement the story.
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Most of the library elements are prepared by drawing directly in Toonz. 
According to the character designers skill, drawings can be also 
sketched on paper, scanned and then traced in Toonz. 

Characters, even if sketched in a single drawing, are traced by 
decomposing on separate levels all the puppet sections that have to be 
animated. For example the character’s head will be one level, the torso 
another one, the right arm another one, etc. 

These components are then rejoined through hierarchical links in order 
to define the puppet skeleton, that is how characters will be available to 
the animators. 

According to the storyboard analysis, the character may need only 
drawings for a standard view, for example a side view, or drawings for a 
full turn-around puppet. In the latter case a collection of models is built 
by drawing each puppet section as seen from different points of views: 
front, back, side and three-quarter views.

If to implement the story the puppet has to perform some specific 
movement that cannot be satisfied by the turn-around model, new 
drawings for the puppet sections involved in the movements will be 
done.

For elements that need several shapes, such as hands, eyes and mouth, 
the level referring to that puppet section will contain all the needed 
drawings, one in each frame.
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As a result, each character will be defined by an xsheet containing a 
section of the puppet in each column, linked hierarchically to the other 
sections. Each section is an animation level done of all the drawings 
needed for any future animation: in this way when a specific drawing is 
needed, it can be easily retrieved by flipping through the frames of the 
related level.

When a puppet needs a different set of sections, for example to be 
dressed with different clothes, the original puppet and animations can 
be reused by replacing the required drawings, and saving the puppet 
with a different name. 

In the same way for minor characters, for example a series of kids with 
different faces and clothes, it possible to generate several puppets by 
reusing the model of a similar character, and its animations.

Starting from this puppet, a test animation may be defined to check if the 
puppet structure is suitable for performing actions. This test animation 
may also be part of the library in order to be used as starting point for 
puppet animation to be defined in the scenes.

As the scene production goes on, the library may also be enriched by 
puppet animations created for a particular scene, for example a 
character’s jump, so that they can be available for re-use in case the 
same type of animation is required in other scenes as well.
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Props and backgrounds can be drawn directly in Toonz as well, if the 
graphic design decided in preproduction fits the software drawing 
capabilities, or can be generated with third-party software, for example a 
3D modelling software.

Props drawn in Toonz can be drawn, built and animated in the same way 
characters are, and can be stored in the library as drawings if made of 
single images, or as xsheets if composited with several animation levels.

Location backgrounds as well can be part of the production library. If a 
high rate of reuse is planned, they might be quite generic in order to be 
used in different contexts. For example they could be split in several 
layers, to be customized in different scene with the use of specific props. 
For example you can split a background for a scene that takes place 
inside a room by creating a layer for the interior, one for the landscape 
that can be seen across the window, and another one for the sky, so that 
any of this layer can be combined with some others to generate 
background images for other scenes.

Layout
The paperless layout step, which is considerably different from the 
layout in traditional animation process, consists in retrieving from the 
library all the elements that are necessary for that scene, and setting the 
key animation.
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If the videoboard was created with Toonz, an excerpt concerning the 
current scene can be used as a starting point to create the scene layout, 
refining the animation timing and camera movements; otherwise 
storyboard drawings can be imported and used as reference.

Characters, animations, props and backgrounds needed for the scene 
are loaded from the libraries as sub-xsheets: in this way each element 
will be available as a whole by arranging the sub-xsheet column, or level 
by level by editing the sub-xsheet contents.

The layout artist puts in place all the scene elements, both in the xsheet 
and in the camera shot. 

For the characters, he delete from the sub-xsheet all the columns and 
drawings that are not required for the animation, for example it 
eliminates all the elements of the front view if the front view is never 
visible in the scene. Then he creates the needed poses by operating on 
the puppet sections inside the sub-xsheet, and defines the key positions 
for this poses by operating on the cells of the sub-xsheet column. He 
also repeat key positions, by repeating the related cells, in order to 
control the timing of the animation according to the storyboard and 
videoboard information. 

Note: For no reason the layout artist should modify or add new 
drawings, or modify the puppet skeleton, in order to preserve the 
character consistency. If some modifications are needed, he should 
ask the library operators to update the puppet stored in the library.

He sets the camera shots and movements as well, and if it required, he 
adds notes about scene joints, dialogues, effects that may be useful later 
on to animators and special FX operators.

From the production database point of view, at the end of the layout 
process, all the material needed for the scene is collected and the scene 
with all the needed files is ready.

Animation
During the animation step, the scene animated elements are edited to 
their final form.

The key animation defined in the layout is tuned up: while poses are 
preserved, some key positions may be discarded to be replaced by a 
series of keys in order to achieve subtler and smoother movements. 

The new keys may concern the puppet movements, but also some slight 
deformations like stretching and squashing, that may help the animation 
to look more natural and fluid. The right speed for all the movements is 
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set as well, by controlling with the function editor the way the 
transformations are interpolated between defined keys.

When for some movements different drawings are needed for the 
puppet, for example when it is turning, they can be retrieved in the 
puppet sub-xsheet itself, as the puppet already has all the drawing 
instances for each of its section needed for this particular scene.

In the same way, animations that do not require movements, but only an 
editing of the sequence of drawings, for example when the character has 
to blink, or to speak, are done by picking the right drawings, for example 
the right eyes and mouth, from the puppet.

Usually no drawing is modified or added at this step as the material 
coming from the library, being based on the storyboard, already contains 
all the needed elements. In this way the animator can also have no 
drawing skill, as he only has to control the characters animation.

Note: For no reason the layout artist should modify or add new 
drawings, or modify the puppet skeleton, in order to preserve the 
character consistency. If some modifications are needed, he should 
ask the library operators to update the puppet stored in the library.

If an animation defined in a scene is needed in any other production 
scene to be creates, it can be saved in the library, from where it can be 
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loaded again and again. This integration enriches the library, that will be 
integrated with new assets as the production proceeds.

Special FX
When the animation is completed, special FX can be inserted in the 
scene. Toonz provides users with a wide and powerful set of special FX, 
sparing users a lot of work in visual effect post-production, as a lot of 
tasks can be achieved directly in the software. 

A good compositing skill may be required, because the most impressive 
results can be achieved by combining separate images and special FX.

Basic special FX, like blurs, glows or color corrections, can be directly 
applied to scene elements. 

Other effects, like mattes or particles, may need animation elements, for 
example masks or particle image, that can be drawn directly in the 
scene, or prepared with third-party software and then imported in Toonz. 
For more complex visual effects, like reflections or casting shadows, 
some animation elements may be duplicated or modified.

Render
When the special FX compositing is completed, the scene is ready to be 
rendered. After this process all the animations, transformations and 
visual effects will be composed in the output you need, such as a 
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QuickTime movie, or a sequence of frames in the image format you 
prefer.

The camera resolution and the output settings can be verified, to check 
that all the render options are consistent with the production.

Then the scene can be rendered directly from Toonz, or in batch mode, 
that is to say it can be added to list of tasks to be executed in background 
while you are not attending, or you are performing other works on your 
computer. 

Toonz Harlequin also allows you to render the scene added to the batch 
list by using a render farm, that divides the rendering jobs in chunks and 
distributes it to a series of computers connected on the network. 
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